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Introduction From The Executive Director

Welcome to POW Canada’s sustainable finance information pack.

Sustainable finance is being considered an increasingly crucial frontier 

in the fight against climate change. Organizations across the world are 

recognizing that in order to achieve the carbon reductions required to 

limit the worst effects of our already warming planet, we must not only 

reduce our corporate footprint, but stop financing emissions at the 

source. Even the International Energy Agency has said that the world 

must stop all new oil and gas projects this year. 

The outdoor industry can play a key role in protecting the spaces we 

love, and that are the lifeblood of our industry, by making financial 

decisions that align with our values. By shifting major finances such 

as pension funds, reserves and endowments toward sustainable 

investments, outdoor businesses can signal that we stand for a future 

with stable snow packs, forests that are full of life, and rivers that 

sustain our communities.

In doing so, not only are you helping to protect our one incredible 

planet, but you are making a sustainable decision for your business 

as well. Sustainable finance shouldn’t compromise your business’s 

financial goals and as climate change continues to affect assets, it 

provides significant upside opportunity. And your people will thank 

you for it as stances on environmental and social issues have become a 

critical consideration in the highly competitive talent market.

There is no greater indicator of our priorities than where we choose to 

invest our money. What do you stand for?

The team at POW thanks you for your curiosity, and we trust the 

information that follows will support your organization to make 

financial decisions that align with your values. We’re here to support 

you along the way. Let’s do this.

Ali Wines

Executive Director, Protect Our Winters Canada
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Perspective From Our Pros

“When I’m climbing I know that planning ahead and managing risk 

are vital, and it’s the same when it comes to tackling climate change. 

Where we choose to invest and divest is critically important because 

where the money goes the world will follow. Investing in climate-

positive solutions is the most effective way we can drive change and 

manage risk.”

Alannah Yip

Professional Climber, Olympian

“As individuals and businesses, we can have a strong say with the 

decisions we take with our finances. While it can be overwhelming 

and confusing, there are many tools and various resources to adapt 

our financial decisions to align with the current economical, social, and 

environmental context for a better future. Where our money goes will 

dictate the transition to mitigate climate risks and pave the way to a 

cleaner, more sustainable future.”

Phillipe Marquis

Olympian

“Sustainable Finance is something that we must all look into, as both 

individuals and businesses. Engaging in responsible investing can 

enable us to participate in positive climate action on a macro scale. This 

is what we need! Large scale change and ASAP. Read articles, evaluate 

your investments, and ensure that your money is working for the 

environment, not against it.”

Anna Segal

Professional Freeskier, Olympian
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Executive Summary

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE IS A CRUCIAL FRONTIER IN THE FIGHT 
AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE. POW CANADA ADOPTED SUSTAINABLE 
FINANCE AS A POLICY PILLAR IN 2021. OUR GOAL IS TO SUPPORT 
OUR PARTNERS AND MEMBERS WITH THE INFORMATION AND SOCIAL 
LICENSE THEY NEED TO MAKE CHANGES THAT ARE GOOD FOR THE 
PLANET AND THEIR REPUTATION, WHILE ENSURING THEY CONTINUE 
TO MEET OR EXCEED THEIR FINANCIAL GOALS. THIS PACK WILL 
COVER INFORMATION, LITERATURE, AND RESOURCES TO INFORM 
TRANSITIONS TO SUSTAINABLE FINANCE.

Sustainable finance is the practice of making financial decisions  

which consider environmental and social factors in addition to 

economic factors and their impacts on the present and future. 

It presents an opportunity to reroute funds from financing the 

ecological crisis to investing in and accelerating the global transition 

to sustainability while still ensuring the company’s financial needs are 

met. Moreover, sustainable finance is not a compromise of financial 

goals and performance. Sustainable practices can aid in future-

proofing assets by reducing exposure to climate risk, and research 

shows sustainable funds perform as well as, or even outperform, 

traditional funds. 

Sustainable finance focuses on complementing and not sacrificing 

fundamental business targets. In fact, sustainable finance can also 

provide significant indirect business benefits. Workers, consumers, 

and responsible investors increasingly value and favour companies 
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with strong sustainability commitments over those without. As a 

result, companies who can demonstrate sustainable finance practices 

have increased reputation and competitive advantages in both labour 

attraction and retention, and consumer markets. 

The approach to a transition to sustainable finance adapts to individual 

business contexts and serves to reflect the values and principles of the 

organization and their stakeholders. Sustainable finance strategies, 

which can range from industry exclusion to engagement, are 

implemented to match personalized goals and levels of commitment 

to sustainability. 

Transitions to sustainable finance have been proven successful and 

beneficial by established organizations. The University of Toronto and 

the Ontario Teacher Pension plan and their $13 billion and $230 billion 

in assets under management respectively, have both committed to 

sustainable finance but implement different approaches to fit their 

goals.   

We are asking our Partner Alliance to commit to a transition to 

sustainable finance. By learning about sustainable finance, pledging 

commitment to a sustainable finance transition, setting transition 

targets, and shifting funds, action is taken to address the ecological 

crisis and capture financial and social benefits for the business. 

POW Canada is here to support transitions to sustainable finance 

among our Partner Alliance. Through resources providing centralized 

information on sustainable finance and personalized support 

for partners who commit to transitions, we strive to facilitate the 

development of and promote sustainable finance leaders.
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Defining Sustainable Finance

Sustainability and Sustainable Finance 

“[Sustainability is] meeting the needs of the present without compromising 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”  

United Nations Brundtland Commission, 19871

The concept of sustainability is often grounded in three pillars: 

environmental, economic, and social2. By attending to the well-being 

and proper management of these domains, we can ensure a reliable 

and prosperous future. However, sustainability is an abstract and broad 

framework that is difficult to tackle in its entirety. By bringing sustainability 

into specific domains, its lens can be a powerful tool to guide impactful 

change and action. 

Sustainable finance wields strong influence and maintains significant 

leverage in the ecological crisis. Indeed, “Fossil fuel financing from the 

world’s 60 largest banks has reached USD $4.6 trillion in the six years since 

the adoption of the Paris Agreement, with $742 billion in fossil fuel financing 

in 2021 alone”3. By applying sustainability considerations to finance and 

its influential decisions around funding, there is an opportunity to guide 

and accelerate a transition toward a sustainable future. This is sustainable 

finance— the practice of making financial decisions which consider 

environmental and social factors in addition to economic factors and their 

impacts on the present and future.

ESG: Environmental, Social, and Governance  

ESG (or ESG factors) is used as the framework to evaluate the achievement 

of sustainability in a business context. The environmental and social factors 

in ESG are analogous to the pillars in sustainability described above, and 

governance refers to the management of a company. Generally, companies 

scoring “higher in ESG” factors contain more elements of their business 

contributing to sustainability. However, ESG, like sustainability, is a general 

framework and requires more detail and context for rigorous analysis. ESG 

ratings are indicators which address this by quantifying the ESG factors of a 

company or asset and providing a score or ranking.

ESG Ratings

ESG ratings are calculated by rating agencies and use different 

methodologies. ESG Ratings by MSCI and Morningstar Sustainalytics are two 

of the most prominent rating systems. ESG ratings are used as criteria for 

“sustainable” mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Blackrock, the 

largest asset manager in the world, uses MSCI ESG ratings as their criteria 

and benchmark for their sustainable class of ETFs4. ESG ratings are also 

used for individual company analysis. Yahoo Finance displays Morningstar 

Sustainalytics’ ESG ratings on each stock’s page.

A lack of standardization in sustainability disclosure and rating systems 

has created noise and confusion regarding the evaluation of companies 

and assets. This has led to a consensus demand for a standardized system. 

Following COP26, the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 

Foundation established the International Sustainability Standards Board 

(ISSB)5. The ISSB  is one body that seeks to address the gap. ISSB draft 

guidelines were released on March 31, 2022 and are in a consultation and 

feedback period until July 22, 20225.
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Greenwashing

Sustainable finance’s rise in popularity, while encouraging, suffers from 

greenwashing—the misleading presentation of being more “sustainable” or 

“green” than true. Companies, assets, and funds stand to benefit from being 

perceived as sustainable as the increase in focus and weight to sustainability 

brings sought after capital. Understanding common methods of 

greenwashing, red flags, and how to cut through the noise ensure decisions 

in pursuit of sustainable finance are true steps and not falling for the smoke 

and mirrors. 

ESG ratings are often presented as comprehensive indicators of an asset’s 

sustainability. However, nuances in the rating calculation methodology 

contain important caveats relevant to understanding a company’s true level 

of sustainability. For example, MSCI ESG ratings compare companies within 

the same industry6. Despite much weaker overall ESG performance, BP plc 

(formerly The British Petroleum Company plc) has an “A” MSCI ESG rating 

while Pfizer has a “B” rating. This is due to relativity within their respective 

industries and not being compared to one another. Understanding 

the methodology behind ESG ratings is important in preventing 

misinterpretation of metrics. 

Many products and funds stand to gain from marketing with a high ESG 

rating, with little ground to stand on. In February, 2022, one in five ESG funds 

had their ESG tags removed by Morningstar after finding they did not stand 

up to the criteria7. Many of the firms targeted had “light or ambiguous ESG 

language”7, which points to prevalent greenwashing practices aiming to 

capitalize on the growing demand for sustainable assets. Looking closely at 

the reasons behind ESG labels and marketing (examining fund holdings, and 

how ESG is used in selection) ensure assets are not selected on misleading 

information.
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The Value and Importance of Sustainable Finance

Sustainable finance is premised on aligning actions, decisions, and 

management with sustainability principles and goals. This alignment 

can lead to significant business benefits that are complementary to 

fulfilling company principles.

Value to Business

 

Internal alignment with sustainability principles can benefit business 

through perception and governance. Internal sustainability can provide 

advantages in the labour market, increase customer demand, improve 

performance, and attract more investment8. As workers increasingly 

weigh alignment with the principles of the companies they want 

to work for, maintaining sustainable finance practices can serve as 

an advantage in attracting these workers over other companies8. 

Customers are also increasingly valuing the principles of the companies 

they purchase from. 

Companies with sustainable practices can be favoured over 

competitors, providing market share and revenue benefits8. In fact, 

companies with focuses on ESG are associated with stronger financial 

performance compared to their peers8. Companies practicing 

sustainability can also attract more investment both through the 

improved business performance and the value of social alignment8.

Employee Attraction, Engagement and Retention

Employee attraction, engagement and retention are increasingly 

discussed topics, especially in recent years and particularly with 
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millennial employees who, have become the majority generation in the 

workforce9. 91% of millennial employees expect to stay in a position for no 

more than 3 years, and the cost to replace an employee is estimated at 

$15,000-$20,00010. Companies that rank as socially responsible can reduce 

annual quit rate by 3%-3.5%11. Additionally, according to the 2016 Employee 

Engagement report by Cone Communications10: 

• 74% of employees (88% of millennial employees) find their jobs more  

fulfilling when given opportunities to contribute positively to social   

and environmental issues;

•  Additionally, 70% (83% for millennials) would be more loyal to   

 a company that helps them contribute;

• 58% of employees (79% of millennial employees) consider a company’s 

ESG commitments before deciding to work there;

•  Furthermore, 55% (76% for millennials) would work for a    

 socially responsible company, even if the salary would be less   

 than other companies;

• 51% of employees (67% of millennial employees) won’t work for a   

company without strong ESG commitments.

Sustainable practices, including sustainable finance, can be key tools in 

employee attraction, engagement, and retention, helping to retain valuable 

talent and negate the high costs of replacing employees.

Stakeholder Perception

Increasingly, consumers and stakeholders are becoming more 

knowledgeable and demanding of businesses to improve sustainability 

performance. A study by Deloitte asked nearly 1200 CFOs where they 

were feeling the most pressure to act on climate change, and the top 

two categories were clients and board members12. A 2020 IBM study on 

international consumer purchasing behavior found13:

• 77% of consumers surveyed think it is at least moderately important  

that brands are sustainable and environmentally responsible;

•  Of those who claim it is “very/extremely important”, over 70%   

 would pay an average premium of 35% for brands that are   

 sustainable and environmentally responsible; 

• 57% of consumers surveyed are willing to change their purchasing   

habits to reduce negative environmental impact;

•  This jumps to 77% among those who value sustainability.

Studies like the one above boldly hint at a shift toward more informed 

consumers. Indeed, “consumers favor sustainability in both dimensions by 

giving positive evaluations of the company and purchase intent14.” 
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Climate Risk 

Climate change brings climate risks that pose threats to businesses. Climate 

risks can be categorized into physical and transitional risks. Physical risks are 

risks stemming directly from the effects of climate change15, such as damage 

to production facilities from extreme weather events or sea level rise.

 

Transitional risks are risks from the transition to a low-carbon economy15. 

Within transitional risks, there are regulatory and technological risks. 

Regulatory risks are derived from low-carbon policy changes that affect 

existing business strategy15. For example, rising carbon taxes can render fossil 

fuel operations unprofitable and zero-emission vehicle policies can threaten 

traditional, combustion vehicle companies’ business models. Technological 

risks are risks to carbon-intensive processes which will be rendered obsolete 

with the advancement in low-carbon technologies15. For example, advances 

in renewable energy generation can out-innovate fossil fuel energy. 

These climate risks can result in stranded assets: assets which deteriorate in 

value and become liabilities before the end of their scheduled economic life16. 

For example, global decarbonization will leave fossil fuel reserves scheduled 

for extraction in the ground. Unable to generate an economic return, these 

assets become liabilities.

The Bank of Canada’s 2022 scenario analysis assessing climate transition risk 

examined the effect of climate risk on the Canadian economy. In their market 

analysis, in response to regulatory climate risk, they find the fossil fuel sector 

will experience the largest negative impact on equity valuations while the 

electricity sector sees increasing valuations17. Further, delayed climate policy 

Equity Impacts on Canadian Sectors Following Changing Global Climate Policy

Canadian sector equity valuations reactions to regulatory climate risk 17
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action leads to more abrupt changes in valuations which pose financial 

stability risks17.

Since valuations and prices aim to reflect the present value of equity 

performance, climate risk puts downward pressure as uncertainty in business 

models and stranded assets affect long term performance expectations. In 

2019, Barnett showed equity prices decreased for high climate risk exposure 

companies when the likelihood of climate policy increased15. 

In a 2020 letter, BlackRock CEO Larry Fink said “our investment conviction 

is that sustainability- and climate-integrated portfolios can provide better 

risk-adjusted returns to investors”15. In a survey study of institutional investors 

and investment professionals, Krueger, Saunter, and Starks find the majority 

of respondents believe that climate risks have begun to materialize and 

consider climate risk for both financial (higher return and lower risk) 

and non-financial (reputation, morals, legal) reasons18. By incorporating 

sustainable finance approaches, portfolio risk can be reduced through 

mitigating exposure to climate risk18. 

Financial Performance

A common misconception is that profit and sustainability are mutually 

exclusive19. However, there has been a large and accelerating movement 

into sustainable/ESG assets which have seen similar performance to global 

equities20 or even outperformed. Outperformance is found to be a result of 

stronger business due to sustainability practices, a lower cost of capital, and 

greater access to capital21. 

An investigation of approximately 7000 companies over a 40 year period 

concluded the exclusion of “fossil fuel stocks has no significant impact on the 

return and the risk of a global well-diversified portfolio of industry indexes”22. 

Further, “fossil fuel divesting does not conflict with the fiduciary duty of 

institutional investors”22. 

In contrast, Shell has been accused of breaching legal duties to shareholders 

under the claim that “in failing to properly prepare the company for the 

net-zero transition, Shell’s board is increasing the company’s vulnerability to 

climate risk, putting the long-term value of the company in jeopardy.”23
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Responsible Investment 

Investment is a significant element of sustainable finance. Responsible 

investment refers to the application of sustainable finance to 

investment and the incorporation of ESG factors into investment 

decisions24. There are a variety of applications of responsible 

investment. Which is most appropriate will depend on individual 

context and goals. An overview of established approaches and 

strategies is provided below to begin to inform a decision on which 

suits a given context best. 

Principles of Responsible Investment

The Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) is a group supported by 

the United Nations that works to encourage responsible investment25. 

The PRI is centered around six Principles for Responsible Investment 

which guide the incorporation of ESG into investment practices26. 

Organizations can become signatories of the PRI which commit 

them to acting on the six principles and give access to PRI’s resources 

(requires an annual membership fee)25.

Signatory commitment and action on the principles are “voluntary 

and aspirational” and not binding. However, they provide a high level 

framework for sustainable finance implementation and can act as a 

signal of commitment to sustainable finance. 

Responsible Investment Strategies

Responsible investment seeks to ensure attractive long-term 

financial returns while shifting capital toward sustainable activities27. 

PRI Signatories’ Commitment26

Responsible investment strategies are not mutually exclusive and may be used 

complementary and simultaneously. 

Engagement

Engagement strategies maintain  “unsustainable” investment positions 

but leverage shareholder power to influence change within the company28. 

This is achieved through actively participating in proxy voting and internal 

negotiation28.
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ESG Integration  

ESG integration adds an additional layer onto traditional investing 

strategies to factor ESG into financial analysis28. Assets are considered 

not only on traditional financial characteristics but may be penalized or 

rewarded for their ESG performance28.

Positive Screening

Positive screening selects investments by filtering for assets with high 

ESG performance28. For example, leaders in greenhouse gas emission 

reductions or renewable energy may be selected for inclusion using 

a positive screening strategy27. Positive screening is also sometimes 

referred to as “best-in-class” screening.

Negative Screening

Negative screening excludes investments on criteria to omit assets 

unaligned with the values of the investor28. Common examples of 

excluded investments include companies that are involved with fossil 

fuels, tobacco, gambling, or military equipment manufacturing27.

Thematic

Thematic investing focuses on investing in particular themes or topics 

related to sustainability28. For example, a theme could focus on clean 

energy and invest in companies in the sector working towards clean 

energy solutions. 

Impact

Impact investing considers the ESG contributions of investments in addition 

to financial returns28. For example, the value of environmental benefits of 

investing in sustainable agriculture or renewable energy may make up for or 

add to return on investment.

The Effect of Sustainable Finance

In addition to internal gains, sustainable finance can have a significant effect on 

the market. Divestment announcements from fossil fuel companies decrease 

share prices29. These events led to immediate decreases and long term 

downward pressure on share price signaling changing investor perception29. 

The same effect is observed for mutual fund divestment30. Further, the divested 

companies who experience a decrease in share price subsequently reduce their 

carbon emissions30. 

Engagement can mitigate climate risk. Significant downside risk reduction is 

found in cases of successful ESG engagement in which the target company 

acknowledges the concern or takes further action31.
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Case Studies

The following case studies represent market examples of transitions 

to sustainable finance. They demonstrate potential benchmarks for 

procedures, timelines, criteria, and goals for transitions and exhibit 

different approaches to sustainable finance. These examples are 

large, public entities which are not very nimble. Their transitions 

set a baseline for which there is a possibility to act faster and more 

effectively to extract the most out of a transition to sustainable 

finance.

University Endowment – University of Toronto

In 2021, The University of Toronto (UofT) announced a commitment 

to divest from fossil fuel investments in its $4 billion endowment32. A 

12-month timeline was set for divestment from investments directly 

in fossil fuels and by 2030 or earlier for indirect investments32. UofT will 

also allocate 10% of the endowment to sustainable and low-carbon 

investments by 202532. UofT uses an ESG framework to guide their 

sustainable finance practices.

UofT’s decision is a culmination of a 5 year implementation of findings 

from the 2015 Report of the President’s Advisory Committee on 

Divestment from Fossil Fuels. The Committee was itself a response 

to a petition from Toronto350 requesting the divestment from fossil 

fuels in 201433. The Committee acknowledged the “social injury” all 

companies in the fossil fuel industry contribute to and the actions they 

take that “blatantly disregard the international effort to limit the rise 

in average global temperatures” below 1.5 degrees celsius33. Notably, 

the Committee recommended the University adopt a framework to 
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evaluate companies and their relation to fossil fuels and sustainability33. 

On this recommendation, in 2016 President Meric Gertler announced 

UofT’s decisions which included directing the University of Toronto 

Asset Management Corporation (UTAM), UofT’s investment manager, 

to adopt an ESG-based framework, join CDP, a third party sustainability 

disclosure organization, evaluate signing onto the United Nations-

supported Principles for Responsible Investment initiative and the 

Montréal Carbon Pledge, determine shareholder engagement actions 

to address climate risk, and report annually on its sustainable investing 

efforts34.

ESG is now a core “investment belief” of UTAM35, who practice 

Responsible Investing, and “believe that material ESG factors can 

have a significant impact on investment returns”36. UTAM operates 

by maintaining a portfolio of investment managers and applying an 

ESG framework to their selection process37. UTAM also participates in 

engagement and active ownership through proxy voting and does 

so with an ESG focus38. UTAM is also affiliated with many responsible 

investing organizations39. 

Public Pensions – The Ontario Teachers Pension Plan (OTPP)

The OTPP manages roughly $230 billion in assets. In 2021, the OTPP committed 

to becoming net-zero by 2050 with interim targets of 45% and 67% reduction 

in portfolio carbon intensity from 2019 levels by 2025 and 2030 respectively40. 

The OTPP has invested $30 billion in climate solutions, clean energy companies, 

and several high profile “sustainable” funds40. The OTPP uses an engagement 

approach, electing to maintain their positions in fossil fuel and carbon intensive 

companies but leverage their ownership to influence a transition internally41.
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Call To Action

We are asking our Partner Alliance to commit to a transition to sustainable 

finance. As outlined in earlier sections of this pack, adopting sustainable 

finance not only contributes to addressing the ecological crisis, but 

provides many benefits to business. Taking swift action and committing to 

sustainable finance ensures these benefits begin to compound early, for 

both the environment and business. We are asking our partners to:

• Pledge to transition to sustainable finance.

• Provide resources and education to encourage sustainable internal 

and employee financial decisions.

• Shift pension, endowment, and investment funds to sustainable 

strategies and goals.

• Align financial planning with the Paris agreement goal to limit global 

temperature increases to 1.5ºC and commit to a net-zero emission 

portfolio by 2050 or earlier.

• Set intermediate targets toward larger sustainable finance goals to 

measure progress.

What POW Canada Can Do

We are here to support the transitions of our Partner Alliance to sustainable 

finance. POW Canada strives to facilitate the development of sustainable 

finance leaders. To encourage and maximize the effectiveness and ease of 

transitions to sustainable finance, we will provide:   

• Resources which centralize information on sustainable finance.

• 1-on-1 meetings with our Executive Director to support transitions to 

sustainable finance.

• Sustainable finance communications support.

• Promotion of our partners transition efforts. 
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FAQs and “Good-to-Knows”

What are the DEI implications that must be considered when choosing to 

transition to sustainable finance? 

In an ESG framework, DEI implications would be considered within the social 

factor. These considerations are included in the derivation of ESG ratings 

though an high ESG rating may not necessarily imply being high in social 

performance. It remains important to investigate the reasoning behind 

ESG ratings when evaluating. DEI considerations may be included in the 

selection of responsible investing strategies. Positive screening, thematic, 

and impact investing strategies may focus on DEI factors to ensure portfolios 

are representative and reflective of DEI goals and principles.

How fast does my company’s transition need to be to be effective?

Contribution to addressing the ecological crisis and global sustainability 

is only increasing in faster action. However, transitions must also meet 

individual goals. Global climate targets and market examples may act as 

baselines for transition timelines. Individual timelines can be found by 

working backward and increasing pace of action from these baselines until 

internal constraints are met. 

Is the transition to sustainable finance an “all or nothing” approach?

 

No. Approaches to sustainable finance transitions reflect individual goals and 

levels of commitment. Implementation and strategies seek to complement 

each context and maximize sustainable action while achieving business 

goals. Transitions are dynamic processes with action, however small today, 

being the most important.  

Are there companies in Canada that would provide financial advice to 

help my company transition?

RIA Marketplace is a resource from the Responsible Investment Association 

which helps identify responsible investment service providers, investment 

advice, and investment products.

https://www.riacanada.ca/ri-marketplace/
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Appendix A: Sustainable Finance Pledge

Recognizing finance as a crucial frontier fight against climate, we pledge to 

adopt sustainable finance within our business. 

To contribute to the pursuit and transition to a just and sustainable future, 

our financial decisions will consider sustainability factors in addition to 

economic factors.

In our adoption of sustainable finance, we pledge to:

Educate ourselves on and incorporate sustainable finance into our 

business

Integrate ESG factor considerations into financial decisions

Provide resources and opportunities for internal and employee 

engagement with the adoption of sustainable finance

Align our financial decision with the Paris agreement goal to limit global 

temperature increase to 1.5ºC

Set intermediate targets toward the net-zero goal

Measure and report our progress toward sustainability goals

Reach a net-zero financial portfolio by ____ [2050 or earlier]

Adopt sustainable investment strategies for pension, endowment, 

and investment funds 

Divest from direct fossil fuel investments in ____ years and indirect 

investments in ____ years
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